
Weekend is over



Steve is away, he’s left some notes



Pages of notes



Notes on the baseboards



Primed and prepped



Dave’s notes



Original staircase from the house 
to be broken down and used again



Everything laid out, ready to go



I get to dismantle the old cabinet



Piece by piece – no damage!



½ dovetail on the shelves



Pull off the backboards



Doors have been removed



Big square nails held it together



15 ½” backboard removed



Wild turkeys in a field



Crown molding



Richard fires up the planer



Adjusting the table



Sizing the baseboards



Straight cut one side, angle cut on 
the other side, chiseled center



Creates a tight joint



Someone did these by hand



That’s the top board



Grain painting



On top of wallpaper!



A lot of wood chips from the planer



Tenon in the face piece



Slipping the joints (gently)



Up, up and away



Upside down – sides & shelves



Tap out the shelves



Almost apart



Steven – I’ve got a job for you!



Now to pluck the old stairs for 
useable bits



I’ll even use the angled pieces



J.C. likes the heat from the lamp



Richard test out the bookcase



Slip it in the hole under the stairs



Attach cleats around the opening



Push it in place and attach from 
the front



Granary boards for the back



Adjustable shelves top & bottom



Clamp the last board in place



Just like that, a door appears



Made from the original partition 
upstairs in the house



Pull off the clamps now



The Bayfield River has flooded 
overnight after heavy rains



Not quite as bad as the last time



Hot air register in the living room



Cold air register as well



Copper wire handle



Richard’s temporary pull



Single board for Kay’s desk



Lining the Pantry with pine boards



A warm glow



Flooding to the rear of the house



Not since 1948 says Stan



Rushing under the Kinburn Bridge



But the house sits up on a knoll 
and the river has crested


